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2008 jeep grand cherokee diesel swirl motor
The Jeep Grand Cherokee began life as a posh off-road vehicle and has gone through many incarnations throughout the years of its production. Today, the Cherokee is a midsize SUV that is ready for a night out on the town or a cruise to soccer practice. The Grand Cherokee features an aggressive body style with a wide tire stance and minimal
aerodynamic amenities. There are many different methods of making more horsepower in your Jeep, such as utilizing high-flow exhaust and air intake. These upgrades are the easiest for a novice mechanic to perform and the most common for an initial increase in horsepower on any Jeep Grand Cherokee. Locate the muffler or mufflers along your
exhaust. Use the Sawzall to cut the exhaust piping directly ahead of each muffler. Slide the high-flow muffler or mufflers in place on the tubing. Use a muffler clamp and a socket wrench to clamp it in place. Secure the high-flow mufflers with the muffler strapping so as to not stress the other exhaust connections. Pop the hood and locate the air
cleaner box near the front driver's side of the engine compartment. Flip open the four clips securing the lid onto the box. Pull the old air filter out. Insert the new high-flow air filter into the box and snap the lid closed with all of the clips. Close the hood and take the car for a test drive. Photo Courtesy: Jeep The 2020 Jeep Grand Cherokee has plenty to
offer, including a sleek design, over 70 standard and available safety features, a luxurious interior and plenty of techy extras to satisfy those of us who love staying connected. Throughout its history, the Jeep Grand Cherokee has earned quite a reputation for itself, racking up more awards in its lifetime than any other SUV. But while deciding to buy
one may be the easy part, finding the best deal can be a bit trickier and take a bit more time. That’s why we’ve pulled together a list of ways to find the best 2020 Jeep Grand Cherokee sales, deals and specials. Choose Your Model — and Your Budget The 2020 Jeep Grand Cherokee is available in an impressive 12 different models, all of which vary
considerably in price depending on the features you’re interested in. Models like the 2020 Grand Cherokee Laredo E 4×2 have an MSRP of $34,000, while higher-end models like the 2020 Grand Cherokee Trackhawk 4×4 start out at more than $87,000. Photo Courtesy: Jeep Before beginning your hunt for the best sale, make sure you choose the
model that’s right for your needs. While some of the higher-end models come with much larger towing capacities and more powerful engines, they can also come with the trade-off of lower fuel economy. That’s going to cost you more money not only up front but also in the long run. Speaking of money, it’s vital to set a reasonable, affordable budget
for yourself that incorporates not only the down payment and monthly payments you’ll make, but also the costs of things like insurance premiums, routine maintenance and even fuel. If you’re looking for a solid everyday vehicle, don’t be afraid to go for a less expensive model. The good news is that there’s no longer any need to pay thousands of
dollars more just because you’d like a few extra features included. Now you can build your own 2020 Jeep Grand Cherokee online and select the features you want while excluding the ones you don’t. This in itself can be a great way to cut down on unnecessary expenses. Think about how often you’ll use it, too. If you’re not planning to commute in
your Jeep, for example, you might decide you don’t need as many extras for keeping yourself comfortable since you won’t be spending long periods of time in it. Research Current Sales and Incentives to Discover Discounts If you plan to buy a new 2020 Jeep Grand Cherokee, then make sure you do your research on current deals offered by both the
automaker and local dealerships. Now that it’s 2021, many dealerships are working to move “leftovers” — meaning the previous model year’s vehicles — off their lots to make room for this year’s updated Jeeps. Dealers may be offering incentives to sell off 2020’s models, and it’s possible you’ll be able to get a great deal. Although you might not find a
promotion on 2020 Jeeps specifically, it’s worth checking with local dealerships to find out about price reductions on these earlier vehicles. Photo Courtesy: Jeep Jeep itself also offers periodic promotions that can make a new car more affordable, depending on your situation. For example, the company has offered up to 100% tax deductions on select
models for small business owners for the first year. While such sales are bound to change, it’s definitely worth checking them out to see if any of them apply to you at the time you plan to make your purchase. Websites such as TrueCar can also be helpful when you’re setting out to buy a new vehicle. Just enter the 2020 Jeep Grand Cherokee model
and features that you’re interested in, and the site will tell you how much others paid for the same vehicle at different dealerships in your area. This can give you a bargaining tool when you go to negotiate at a dealership — or even with a private seller. The site can also connect you with personalized offers and help you find active military and veteran
discounts. Consider Buying Used for Big Savings Perhaps the quickest way to save the most money is to consider buying a used vehicle. Keep in mind that “used” doesn’t necessarily mean “overused.” The truth is that the moment you drive a new car off the lot, it becomes a used vehicle and depreciates in value. So why not take advantage of this fact
as a buyer? Photo Courtesy: Jeep A great way to find a deal on a used 2020 Jeep Grand Cherokee is to head over to Edmunds.com. Edmunds first began as a paperback booklet back in its pre-internet days and has become a trusted name in the used-auto industry. Now that its services are available online, it’s more thorough than ever before and
allows you to narrow your search by model, owner history, price, mileage and more. The site is not only a great way to find the best price on a 2020 Jeep Grand Cherokee, but it also offers a wealth of articles that can give you advice on buying used cars in general. By giving you access to not only a car’s specs but also its history, you’ll be able to shop
with more confidence knowing you won’t run into any — or at least fewer — surprises. Remember That a Little Preparation Can Go a Long Way Keep in mind that even if you manage to get a great deal on your 2020 Jeep Grand Cherokee, the price of financing can drive up the amount of money you spend in the long run. Consider getting a preapproved financing offer from your bank or credit union before you head out to the car lot. Photo Courtesy: Peter Cade/Getty Images Even if you don’t end up using your bank or credit union’s offer, it may help you negotiate with the dealership. You’ll have a tool for bargaining, and the dealership’s in-house financing department might agree to similar
terms as your pre-approved loan or give you a better deal if they want you to take out financing through them. Rather than assuming that a dealer’s offer is the best or only one available to you, showing up prepared can save you from high interest rates and longer-lasting loans. Also, be sure to familiarize yourself with your auto insurance company’s
policies before you start shopping. You’ll want to know exactly what your policy (or an updated one) does and doesn’t cover. Many dealers will try to tack on gap insurance, for example, which in itself is not a bad idea. Just make sure that you can’t find a better deal on it elsewhere before signing up through your dealer. Buying gap insurance from a
company instead of a dealership often costs less. Plus, you can purchase gap insurance after you buy your Jeep Grand Cherokee if you want to do more research. Use These Online Tools to Start Searching In the age of the internet, finding the best deal on a new or used car has become easier than ever. There are now many great websites out there
that can help you find the best deal on your 2020 Jeep Grand Cherokee, whether you’re looking to buy new or used. Get started by visiting the following websites: Photo Courtesy: d3sign/Getty Images Car Max: This online car dealership can help you find the perfect pre-owned Jeep Grand Cherokee for you, with search options that allow you to factor
in everything from make and model to your desired upfront and monthly payments. Car Gurus: Log on and submit a pre-qualification request to find financing options with no impact on your credit score. AutoTrader: Compare prices on new and used 2020 Jeep Grand Cherokees in minutes and find out the value of your trade-in if you have one. MORE
FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET My Jeep is running at half power and the auto gearbox doesn't kickdown, and hangs on till it is on it's knees. The local excellent garage changed the air mass flow sensor, but no difference the next day. Then on Sunday it started pulling like a train, with the gearbox perfect. Today back to half cock. The fuel filter
has been changed. Any ideas? It is obviously a sensor somewhere. My Dodge Nitro did exactly the same, one day good next day Couldn't find out why, tried mass flow sensor ect, still the same. Put one of those smoke machines on the inter cooler and found a small split on a turbo pipe From memory the the was in the 100's so fitted one off a Jd tractor
that was 99.9% the same You would be hoping for a fault code to point you in the correct direction. If you have a control vane on the turbo like this one (see the vacuum control actuator), the vane/rod might be sticking. Location In the middle of someone elses f&*ked up dream What Engine? The 3.0 CRD WK suffered with deaths of the Swirl Motor up
until around 2008. The Motor sits under the turbo air intake in the "V" Oil drips from the seal and kills the motor. Early seals were pinky in colour and the updated intakes used black seals. Swirl motor, whats that for? Thanks ........ With you thanks ......... What Engine? The 3.0 CRD WK suffered with deaths of the Swirl Motor up until around 2008. The
Motor sits under the turbo air intake in the "V" Oil drips from the seal and kills the motor. Early seals were pinky in colour and the updated intakes used black seals. This. Had exactly the same symptoms on my ML320 (55 plate) which has the 3.0l engine which went into the Grand Cherokees of the same era. Seal on air intake into turbo breaks up, oil
drips onto a little electric motor directly below that connects to intake valve on inlet manifold. Motor packs up, meaning valve stuck in position. Vehicle will drive, but no power and no kick down, as no high revs. Its a turbo out job I'm afraid, and tell the mechanic to be very careful removing the linkage between the motor and the inlet valve - if you
break the linkage they don't sell it separately, its a whole new replacement inlet manifold. Replacement motor and time at an independent garage was £500+vat. Location In the middle of someone elses f&*ked up dream If it swirl motor then the Jeep Mopar part number may be handy 68065294AA... Would be useful to cross reference the Merc
number aswell as I've had the same genuine Merc Sensors for Jeeps at peanuts over the Jeep prices in the past. Edit to add Merc P/N after cross referencing 71773612 Last edited: Dec 13, 2016 But if the swirl plate linkages wear out on the older Mercedes 270ML inlet manifold most lock the flaps open and dont bother with the motor replacement.
Not an ideal fix, but but better than spending on stuff that isn't going to stay working anyway .... I think I have a link to a blog someone did on the conversion. Seem to remember a position sensor had to be fooled, in some way. Reactions: Cowabunga and JeepJeep Location In the middle of someone elses f&*ked up dream I maybe wrong... dont be
shoot me. I know with the ML270 its possible to remove the flaps but you'll end up with holes in the manifold which can be bodged to rseal & If the motor is removed you'd end up with faults to the ECU . If the Flaps are open i.e with the resistor mod the flaps defualt to open and life goes on. I should Imagine the insides of the mech wear so the motor
moves but the flaps dont hence no Fault code on many of these. Reactions: Mursal Location In the middle of someone elses f&*ked up dream Thats the one... bit of kidology with the ECU. I believe some of the Jeep Remaps keep these wideopen. Theres also a mod known as the "elephant mod" Where all the shite will vent to atmosphere rather than
back into the intake which helps matters.. less oil to drip onto the motor. Reactions: Mursal Location Hanging from a twig, in a deep sleep. This swirl flap/motor/gunged manifold issue crops up in a lot of modern cars. You might be able to find someone who is handily refurbishing them on ebay for a lot less than the cost of a brand new unit. Trouble
with all these V6s of course is that you tend to have two of everything... Sorry, I should have said , it's a 2.7 Mercedes diesel. There is an actuator in the turbo. Will check to see if it is stuck. Funny how it was o.k. On Sunday. Must be a good Christian motor. Thanks @JeepJeep for the info ......... I sprayed WD40 on the rod on the actuator and moved it
back and forward. Quite free, and knew as soon as I started it and revved it that everything was working. It went away like a bat out of hell. Then it stopped working and was at half power. Going into the garage on Weednesday to check the actuator for pressure. Definitely where the fault is. Reactions: Mursal Vacuum probably as good as its ever
going to be, just the rod/actuator has wear, sticking and the vacuum hasn't the force to overcome the tight spot. Its a problem with all those turbos. But as long as you found the fault ............
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